BOOKLIST

A) INTRODUCTORY

1) How history shaped the racist problematics

W.Guy ed. 2001 Between Past and Future: The Roma of Central and Eastern Europe, U. of Herts. Press , Hatfield
T.Acton,Ed. 2000 Scholarship and the Gypsy Struggle U.of Herts Press , Hatfield
(The above four will act as general readers for the courses)
A.Fraser 1992 The Gypsies Blackwells, Oxford
I.F.Hancock 2002 We are the Romani People, Hatfield U.of Herts Press
M.McCann, S.O Siochain & J.Ruane eds 1994 Irish Travellers Institute of Irish Studies, Queen's University of Belfast
T.Acton 1981 Gypsies Macdonald Education/Silver Burdett (for absolute beginners !)
T.Acton & D.Gallant 1997 Romanichal Gypsies Wayland, Brighton, (ditto)
I .Fonseca 1995 Bury Me Standing Chatto & Windus (Fontana papaperback 1996; this is a journalistic account which has a number of errors but excited enormous debates).
W.Lockwood 1994 Gypsies and Travelers in North America G.L.S. New York (Bibliography)
Lemon A. 2001 Between Two Fires: Gypsy Performance and Romani Memory from Pushkin to Postsocialism Duke University press Michigan,

2) The political economy of commercial nomadism

A.Rao ed. 1987 The Other Nomads Böhlau Geneva
M.Weber 1958 The Religion of India
J.C.Berland 1982 No Five Fingers are Alike Harvard UP
B.N.Lauwagie 1979 "Ethnic Boundaries in Modern States: Romano Lavo-Lil Revisited" American Journal of Sociology 85(2)
S.Molloy, 1998 Accommodating Nomadism Commission for Racial Equality/Save the Children, Belfast
D.Sibley 1981 Outsiders in Urban Society Blackwell
S.P Ruhela 1968 The Gaduliya Lohars of Rajasthan : A Study in the Sociology of Nomadism Impex India
P.K.Misra 1977 The Nomadic Gaduliya Lohar of Eastern Rajasthan Anthropological Survey of India
P.K.Misra & K.C.Malhotra eds. 1982 Nomads in India Anthropological Survey of India
M.Robertson 1998 Snake Charmers, IBP, New Delhi
S.Gmelch 1986 "Groups that don't want in" American Review of Anthropology (15)
3) The social functions of art and music

E.MacColl & P.Seeger 1986 Till Doomsday in the Afternoon Manchester University Press
T.Acton 1971 (Ed.) The Romano Drom Song Book Romanestan Pubs. (New Enlarged edn, ed.
D.Stanley & R.Burke, 1986,
K.Kovácsik 1985 Vlach Gypsy Folk Songs in Slovakia Institute for Musicology of the Hungarian
Academy for Sciences (in English)
B.B.Quintana & L.G.Floyd 1972/1986 Que’ Gitano: Gypsies of Southern Spain Holt Rinehart and
Winston/Waveland
B.Sarosi 1971/1978 Gypsy Music Corvina
Lemon A. 2001 Between Two Fires: Gypsy Performance and Romani Memory from Pushkin to
Postsocialism Manchester University Press
M.Stewart 1989 ”True Speech”: song and the moral order of a Hungarian Vlach Rom community”
Man New Series (24)
M.Stewart 1997 The Time of the Gypsies Westview, NY
B.Leblon 1995 Gypsies and Flamenco: The Emergence of the Art of Flamenco in Andulasia U.of
Herts Press
Articles by Stewart and Kertesz-Wilkinson in T. Acton and G. Mundy Eds. 1997: Romani Culture
and Gypsy Identity U.of Herts Press
I. Kertesz-Wilkinson 1998 The Fair is Ahead of Me Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest
I.Hancock, D. Duric and S. Dowd 1998 Roads of the Roma (PEN Poetry Anthology) U.of Herts
Press, London
S.Tebbutt ed. 1998 Sinti and Roma in German-Speaking Society and Literature Berghahn Books,
London
M.van de Port 1998 Gypsies, Wars and other Instances of the Wild Amsterdam University
Press, Amsterdam

4) Methodological issues affecting Romani Studies and Research

Acton T. 1994 ”Modernisation, Moral Panics and the Gypsies” Sociology Review Vol.4 (1)
September pp. 24-28
T.Acton, Ed. 2000 Scholarship and the Gypsy Struggle U.of Herts Press, Hatfield
Identity U.of Herts Press
M.Shipka Ed. Romani Language and Culture Papers from the 1986 Sarajevo Conference, in
Serbian, English, Russian or Romani, with summaries in each other language.
Sarajevo Institute for the Study of National Minorities
D.Tong 1998 Gypsies - An Inter-Disciplinary Reader Garland, New York
D.Tong 1995 Gypsies - A Multi-Disciplinary Annotated Bibliography Garland, New York,
Introduction
P.Williams ed. 1989 Tsiganes - Identite', Evolution Syros, Paris Note: this collection from the
1986 30th Anniversary Conference of Etudes Tsiganes, is by far the best introduction to the
academic concerns of Romani Studies, with papers on every area of interest in this
course, but it is in French.
5) Effects of globalisation on Roma and Romani studies

Danbakli M. 1994 On Gypsies: Texts issued by International Institutions” CRDP Interface Collection, Toulouse/U HertsP, Hatfield
M. Gedlu 1999  The Roma and Europe  Institute of International Relations, Prague
W. Guy ed. 2001 Between Past and Future: The Roma of Central and Eastern Europe, U. of Herts Press, Hatfield

B) THE ROMANI DIASPORA, SOCIAL CONTROL AND THE NATION-STATE

6) Law, religion and social regulation: differences between different Romani groups

Gay y Blasco P, 1999 Gypsies in Madrid  Berg, Oxford
R. C. Gropper 1975 Gypsies in the City  Darwin
M. Grönfors 1977  Blood Feuding among Finnish Gypsies  University of Helsinki
M. Grönfors 1979  Ethnic Minorities and Deviance: The Relationship between Finnish Gypsies and the Police University of Helsinki
M. Stewart 1997  Time of the Gypsies  Westview, NY
M. Salo ed. 1982 Urban Gypsies  Special Number of Urban Anthropology 11(3-4)
Yale Law Journal 1993 Vol103, (2) Special number on Gypsy Law, articles by Reismann, Weyrauch and Bell

7) Gypsies and the state in Europe between two genocides

J. Ficowski 1990  The Gypsies in Poland  Interpress
A. Fraser 1992  The Gypsies  Blackwells
A. Gomez Alfaro 1995  The Great Gypsy Round-up  U Herts Press, Hatfield
I. F. Hancock 1987  The Pariah Syndrome  Karoma Press
P. N. Panaitescu 1941  “Gypsies in Wallachia and Moldavia - a chapter in economic history”  Journal of the Gypsy Lore Society Third Series, XX
J-P. Liégeois 1986 Gypsies, an illustrated history  Al Saqi
8) **Gypsy history and politics in the UK**

- D. Hawes and B. Perez, 1996 2nd ed. *Gypsies and the State - The Ethnic Cleansing of British Society* SAUS - Univ. of Bristol
- D. Kenrick & C. Clark 1999 *Moving on - The Gypsies and Travellers of Britain* U. of Herts Press, Hatfield
- M. Daly 1990 *Anywhere but here* Runnymede, London
- E. Jarman 1991 *Welsh Gypsies* University of Wales Press
- D. Mayall 1986 *Gypsy-travellers in the Nineteenth Century* C.U.P
- S. Molloy 1998 *Accommodating Nomadism* Commission for Racial Equality/Sve the Children Fund, Belfast
- Mavis Hyman 1989 *Sites for Travellers* Runnymede
- T. Acton 1974 *Gypsy Politics and Social Change* RKP
- D. Todd & G. Clark 1991 *Gypsy Site Provision and Policy* DoE/HMSO
- D. Todd & G. Clark 1991 *Good Practice Guidelines for Gypsy Site Provision by Local Authorities* DoE/HMSO
- H. Gentleman & S. Swift 1971 *Scotland's Travelling People* SDD/HMSO
- B. Adams ed. 1967 *Gypsies and Other Travellers* MHLG/HMSO
- Department of the Environment, 18 Aug 1992 *Consultation Paper on the Reform of the 1968 Caravan Sites Act*

9) **The Development of Gypsy Education**

- ACERT 1993 *The Education of Gypsy and Traveller Children* UHerts Press, Hatfield
- ACERT 1997 *Beyond Reading and Writing - Access to Secondary Education for Travellers*, Conference Report, ACERT, Harlow
- M. Csapo 1982 "Concerns Related to the Education of Romany Students in Hungary, Austria and Finland" *Comparative Education* 18:2
- C. Reiss 1975 *The Education of Travelling Children* Macmillan
- H. M. I. 1983 *The Education of Travellers' Children* HMSO
- Swann, Lord ed. 1985 *Education for All* HMSO ch. 16
- M. E. Andereck 1992 *Ethnic Awareness and the School* Sage, NY


10) The politics of language and culture

T. Acton and M. Dalphinis eds. 2000 Language, Blacks and Gypsies Whiting and Birch

D. Braid 2002 Scottish Traveller Tales: Lives shaped through stories Univ. Press of Missishipi

I. F. Hancock ed. 1979 Romani Sociolinguistics Special Number of the International Journal of the Sociology of Language (19)


George Borrow 1874 Romano-Lavo-Lil J. Murray


R. A. S. Macalister 1937 The Secret Languages of Ireland CUP


Articles by W. Reid, G. Lapage and D. Braid in T. Acton & G. Mundy Romani Culture and Gypsy Identity, UHP 1997

D. Tong 1989 Gypsy Folk Tales Harcourt Brace Jovanovich

D & L. Williamson 1987 A Thorn in the King’s Foot Penguin

J. B. Geidt 1990 The Oral Context of Gypsy Identity City of London Poly M. A. Thesis

Y. Matras, P. Bakker & H. Kyuchukov 1997 The Typology and Dialectology of Romani John Benjamins, Amsterdam


10a Some Gypsy Autobiographies

Punkin 1984 Imitation Gypsy (Private) Arizona

B. Whyte 1979 The Yellow on the Broom Chambers, Edinburgh


I. Lackova 2000 A false dawn: My life as a Gypsy Woman in Slovakia, University of Herts Press

S. Maher 1972 The Road to God Knows Where Talbot, Dublin

R. Lee 1971, 2nd ed. 1996 Goddam Gypsy Canbook, Ontario

J. Sandford ed. 1975 (2nd Ed.) Gypsies Abacus, London (now out as 3rd Ed. 2000 Rokkering to the Gaujos U Herts Press, Hatfield

D. Reeve 1958 Smoke in the Lanes Constable, London

D. Reeve 1960 No Place Like Home Phoenix, London

D. Reeve 1964 Whichever Way We Turn Baker, London

M. F. Wood 1973 In the Life of a Romany Gypsy RKP, London

D. Williamson 1994 The Horsieman Canongate, Edinburgh

Nan Joyce 1985 Traveller Gill & Macmillan, Dublin
10b) Poetry by English Gypsies

D.Binns ed. 1987 *Gavvered All Around* An anthology from ten poets. Manchester Traveller Education Service
Julia Gentle 1989 *Tales of a Gypsy* Manchester Traveller Education Service
E.Frankham 1990 *Poems by Eli - Romani Poet* Private
Ray Smith 1996 *One Hand Clapping* Private
Charlie Smith 1995 *Not all Wagons and Lanes* Essex County Council, Chelmsford
M.Grattan c1987 *A Traveller’s Poems* (Private)
M.Grattan 1991 *More Traveller’s Poems* (Private)
"Lavengro" (E.Ayres) 1973 *The Gypsy - Poems and Ballads* Midas

11) Religion and the Rise of Pentecostalism

T.Acton 1997/8 "Mediterranean Religions and Romani People " *Journal of Mediterranean Studies* Vol.7 (1) 37-51
D.Lazell 1997 *Gypsy from the Forest - The Life of Gypsy Smith* Bryntirion Press, Cardiff
S.Locke 1997 *Travelling Light*, Hodder, London
M.Maximoff 1965 "The Evangelical Gypsies in France" *Journal of the Gypsy Lore Society* Third Series (XLIV)
J.Ridholls 1986 *Travelling Home* Marshall Pickering
E.B.Trigg 1968 "Religion and Social reform among the Gypsies of Britain" *Journal of the Gypsy Lore Society* Third Series XLVII

12) Genocide and after: The International Gypsy movement and its future

D.Kenrick ed. 1999 *In the Shadow of the Swastika*, U.of Herts Press, Hatfield
J.Yoos 1972 *Crossings*, Weidenfeld & Nicholson
B.Alt and S.Foltz 1996 *Weeping Violins* Thomas Jefferson University Press/Eurospan
Z.Barany 2001 *The Gypsies of Eastern Europe* CUP, Cambridge
Nationalities Papers Fall 1991 Vol XIX/Number 3 Special Issue on the Gypsies in Eastern Europe
D.Crowe & J.Kolsti eds. 1990 *The Gypsies in Eastern Europe* M.E.Sharpe
C.Supple 1993 *From Prejudice to Genocide* Trentham
M.McCann, S.O Siochain & J.Ruane eds 1994 *Irish Travellers* Institute of Irish Studies, Queen’s University of Belfast
C) ISSUES OF HEALTH, GENDER AND ETHNICITY

13) Anthropology, ethnography and Gypsylorism: the example of cleanliness taboos

J. Okely 1983 The Traveller-Gypsies C.U.P. ch.6
F. Rehfisch ed. 1975 Gypsies, Tinkers and Other Travellers Academic Press
A. Sutherland 1975/1986 Gypsies - The Hidden Americans Tavistock/Waveland
M. T. & S. M. G. Salo 1977 The Kalderash in Eastern Canada National Museums of Canada
Gay y Blasco P. 1999 Gypsies in Madrid Berg, Oxford

14) Gypsy Health: A research field in the making

T. Acton, S. Caffrey, S. Dunn & P. Vinson 1998 "Gendered Health Policies and a women's movement: the Gypsy case" in Health and Place Vol4:1 pp 45-54 (or similar piece in Acton & Mundy, Romani Culture and Gypsy Identity, 1997)
D. Hawes 1997 Gypsies, Travellers and the Health Service Saus-Policy, Bristol
Hussey R M 1988 "Travellers and Preventive Health Care: what are health authorities doing?" British Medical Journal Vol.296, April 16, p.1098
McCann V K 1987 "Health Education for a Travelling Community" The Health Visitor Vol.60, June, pp. 293-5

15) Gender relations and roles in different Romani societies
16) Racism & Stereotyping: From the “true Gypsy” to the “Traditional Traveller”;
Variations in European and other stereotyping of Roma

17) The development of European welfare programmes and their effects on health, gender and ethnicity.

JOURNALS

Roma Journal of Indian Institute of Romani Studies

Journal of the Gypsy Lore Society (Currently Series V)

Lacio Drom Journal of the Etudes Tsiganes Journal of the Italian Centro Studi Zingari

French Association des Etudes Tsiganes
European Roma Rights Centre Journal, Budapest

Interface Magazine - Gives details of all European Union activity with Roma - available in English without charge from the Centre de Recherches Tsiganes, Université de Paris V. 45 rue des Saints-Pères, Paris, France 75270 Paris Cedex 06.

INTERNET RESOURCES

Access the International Romani Union at:
http://www.rroma.com (NB - two 'r's in rroma)

Useful starting points for the Internet are
http://www.geocities.com/Paris/5121/links.htm
http://www.geocities.com/vurdon/02.htm#links
European Roma Rights Centre http://www.ceu.hu/errc/errcmain.html

Specifically on the recrudescence of "scientific" racism and Roma, for the latest from the excellent Marek Kohn, see http://www.paragon.co.uk/extras/racegallery.html

Join a relevant mailing list e.g. Trav-acad@newcastle.ac.uk.

To look for recent news-items and other Roma-related material on a range of other news-groups, use the "search" command on http://www.dejanews.com